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Efficiency wages: Variants and implications

Wages affect productivity and non-wage costs; this carries important labor market and policy implications

Keywords: efficiency wages, selection wages, turnover, morale, discipline

ELEVATOR PITCH

Higher wages increase labor costs but also improve the productivity of the labor force in several ways. If firms take this into account and set their wages accordingly, the resulting wages could fail to adjust demand and supply but may induce phenomena like over-education, discrimination, regional wage differentials, and a tendency for larger firms to pay higher wages. All these phenomena are quantitatively important and well-established empirically. Efficiency wage theory provides an integrated theoretical explanation rather than a sundry list of reasons, and offers an efficiency argument for progressive income taxation.

KEY FINDINGS

**Pros**

- Efficiency wage theory can provide a unified explanation for some key labor market pay and employment tendencies.
- According to efficiency wage theory, progressive income taxation can be used to reduce pre-tax wage inequality.
- Firms could be discouraged from employing efficiency wages by taxation strategies and labor legislation.
- Collective bargaining practices may help to curtail the use of efficiency wages.

**Cons**

- It is difficult to pinpoint selected efficiency wage effects empirically because they affect wage setting jointly with other influences.
- Efficiency wage theory may complement other theoretical approaches to understand how labor markets function, but such integration is not sufficiently developed.
- The relationship between efficiency wage setting, collective bargaining, and labor market institutions is insufficiently explored.
- Due to efficiency wage setting, wages in a free market do not always reflect the actual costs of producing a good or service, leading to distorted consumer choices and unwarranted differences in income.

AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE

Labor markets are usually treated like commodity markets, where quality is well-defined and demand and supply are equated by price. However, wages, unlike prices, serve several further functions that affect profitability beyond attracting workers. With higher wages, more demanding hiring standards can be implemented and better workers hired, labor turnover and associated turnover costs can be reduced, and better worker attitudes can be kindled. The efficiency wage approach leads to a unified understanding of some important empirical phenomena and entails some unorthodox policy conclusions, such as the idea that progressive taxation enhances efficiency.
MOTIVATION

Efficiency wage theory focuses on aspects of firms’ wage-setting practices that affect the efficiency of their workforce. In particular, wages may be raised beyond the level necessary to attract enough applicants to fill a firm’s vacancies. Such higher pay would increase the efficiency of the firm’s workforce through various channels. The most important channels are the following:

- **Selection.** By offering higher wages, more applicants will be available to choose from, and more promising applicants will apply. This permits the firm to implement more demanding hiring standards and end up with a more productive labor force.

- **Turnover.** Labor turnover is reduced when higher wages are offered. This brings down turnover costs (i.e. costs for advertising an opening, selecting among the applicants, and training the new hires).

- **Discipline.** The higher the wage, the more the workers will tend to avoid behavior that may trigger dismissal. This may improve work discipline.

- **Morale.** Workers who are paid well generally produce better quality work.

Such increases in efficiency may make it worthwhile for the firm to raise its wage offers above what is necessary to fill its vacancies. Conversely, lower wages may limit a firm’s realistic scope for selecting workers according to expected productivity and lead to higher turnover, less discipline, and reduced morale. These negative effects may prevent a firm from lowering its wages, even if a sufficient number of applicants would have been available at a lower wage offer.

While standard demand–supply theory focuses on the idea that firms raise their wage offers if they need more applicants, or lower them if more applicants are available than needed, efficiency wage theory emphasizes the trade-offs between the costs and benefits involved in changing the wage level. The illustration on page 1 shows how the use of efficiency wages balances out costs (due to higher wages and fringe benefits) and benefits (resulting from better applicants, less turnover, and better morale). The market implications that may arise when firms set wages in this manner are wide-ranging and important. While profitable for the individual firms, such wage setting usually entails some inefficiencies in the functioning of the labor market. Efficiency wage theory suggests policies that reduce some of these inefficiencies.

DISCUSSION OF PROS AND CONS

The efficiency wage channels work jointly

The different channels through which the wage level (including fringe benefits) affects the productivity of a firm’s labor force are not mutually exclusive; rather, they are used jointly and often reinforce each other. While the theoretical literature typically discusses the channels separately, it is, for practical purposes, useful to consider their joint overall effects. This is also appropriate because the different channels (such as selection, turnover, discipline, or morale) generate quite similar overall effects. This will be illustrated in the following with regard to the effect of progressive taxation on pre-tax wage inequality, the spillover effect of minimum wages, the size-wage effect, the congestion-wage effect,
and wage discrimination generated through the different channels. It will be shown that
efficiency wages generate, overall, too much wage inequality in all these dimensions, and
that progressive taxation may be used to counteract this tendency.

Wage inequality and progressive taxation
Consider the case that the taxation of labor income is made more progressive. A progressive
taxation means that the marginal tax rate—the proportion of additional income earned
that is subsequently collected as taxes—exceeds the average tax rate. An increase in the
marginal tax rate (and possibly an increase in the tax-free allowance) renders it more
costly for firms to make use of all the above mentioned channels, and thereby curb wage
inequality:

• **Selection.** In order to obtain the same selection effect in the presence of a more
progressive wage tax, firms must make higher offers to applicants, as a larger portion
of any wage increase will be taxed away. The selection wage effect thus becomes less
effective (and thereby more costly), and firms will make use of it to a lesser extent.

• **Turnover.** Likewise, the turnover wage effect will become less effective (and more
costly), and firms will use it to a lesser extent.

• **Discipline.** In the same way, the discipline wage effect will become less potent (more
costly), and firms will use it less.

• **Morale.** The effect on morale will be reduced in the same manner.

All in all, the pre-tax wages offered by firms are expected to **decline** if the wage tax or
income tax becomes more progressive. This contrasts with the conclusion that emerges
from standard demand–supply theory, which posits that an increase in progressivity
reduces the benefits to the worker of acquiring additional qualification. Therefore, the
supply of qualified workers is expected to decrease at a given wage level, while demand
remains unchanged. Excess demand for these workers then rises (due to a reduced supply
of qualified workers), and pre-tax wages increase in kind.

The conclusions that emerge from efficiency wage theory thus differ from those proposed
by standard wage theory. Unfortunately, there are not many detailed empirical studies
about such effects. One recent OECD study reports that the size of the tax wedge (the
fraction of taxes and social contributions in gross wages) is correlated with greater
equality in pre-tax earnings [1]. This corresponds with the observation that pre-tax
wage inequality is very high in the US but quite low in the Scandinavian countries, which
practice significantly more socio-economic redistribution, and is in line with predictions
from efficiency wage theory. All in all, it is expected that the wages offered by firms **decline**
if the progressivity of the wage tax or income tax is increased.

Efficiency wages and minimum wages
In standard demand–supply theory, the introduction of a minimum wage will eliminate
some low-paying jobs and lift the wages of some other low-paying jobs to the minimum
wage, but this will mostly leave wages above the minimum wage unaffected. In contrast,
and from the point of view of efficiency wage theory, an increase in the minimum wage will reduce the relative attractiveness of jobs that are paid slightly above the minimum wage and render jobs that were formerly paid below the minimum relatively more attractive. This makes a wage increase for wages that are already above the minimum a more effective instrument to increase firms’ scope for selection, reduce employee turnover, and improve morale and discipline.

This suggests a spillover effect of a minimum wage: an increase in the minimum wage will raise the lowest wages as well as those that are just above the minimum level. Empirical findings support this prediction [2]. Such an interpretation is also in line with the observation that actual wages substantially exceed collectively set standard wages in countries with centralized wage setting [3]. In Germany, for example, many wage components such as extra pensions or a Christmas bonus (also termed the “13th salary”), are often offered as voluntary extras on top of collectively bargained wages.

The size-wage effect
Large employers pay significantly more than smaller employers for comparable workers. This is the size-wage effect, also referred to as the “firm-size wage effect,” the “employer-size wage effect,” or the “establishment-size wage effect” [4]. It is one of the most robust empirical labor market regularities, but conflicts with demand–supply theory, which assumes that the same kind of work should receive the same level of wages, regardless of the size of the employer. The efficiency wage channels are able to account for the size-wage effect:

- **Selection.** Large firms employ more capital per worker and operate with a deeper internal division of labor than comparable small firms. This permits them to achieve higher labor productivity, but means that they also incur higher overhead costs. The performance of the workforce is therefore more important for large firms than for small firms. Large firms make higher wage offers than small ones in order to attract more applicants so that they can select better performing employees, leaving the others to the smaller firms.

- **Turnover.** As large firms face higher overhead costs than small firms, the losses induced by higher rates of labor turnover are more pronounced for them than for small firms. Hence, large firms have a stronger incentive to reduce labor turnover by offering higher wages.

- **Discipline.** As labor productivity and overhead costs are higher in large firms, the losses due to sloth (i.e. lazy or unproductive workers) are more pronounced for them than for small firms. Hence, they are prepared to pay more than small firms to reduce sloth.

- **Morale.** If higher wages help to induce better morale, this channel becomes more important for large firms than for small firms, because they operate with higher labor productivity while facing larger overhead costs. In other words, if morale suffers, then large firms stand to lose more, financially, because each unit of lost production costs them more than small firms due to the larger overhead costs.
The congestion-wage effect

Wages for the same kind of work tend to be higher in congested metropolitan areas, as compared to sparsely populated regions [5]. The different channels through which efficiency wage theory works can account for this regularity and offer a plausible explanation for this effect:

- **Selection.** Because commuting costs are on average lower in congested areas, an increase in the wage offer reaches more potential applicants, some possibly working for other firms in the region. Hence, the effect obtainable from raising the wage offer will be more pronounced in a congested metropolitan region than in a sparsely populated rural region.

- **Turnover.** Labor supply reacts more strongly to wage changes in congested areas because more similar opportunities are available to prospective workers; the turnover effect will thus be stronger.

- **Discipline.** Because workers have more employment alternatives in metropolitan areas, the threat of dismissal is less effective at maintaining discipline; wages must therefore be higher in order to prevent sloth and shirking.

- **Morale.** This channel seems to be of less relevance regarding the congestion-wage effect.

Wage discrimination

Discrimination against certain employees occurs if workers with similar productivity characteristics are paid wages that differ according to group affiliation. Such discrimination is mostly discussed with respect to gender or race/ethnicity. In the following, only discrimination against women is considered, but the argument also applies to differential payment for similar workers across different occupations [6].

The mechanisms are similar to those discussed in the context of the size-wage effect and the congestion-wage effect, and hinge on the observation that women are traditionally more concerned with domestic duties, including childcare, than men. This makes non-financial job attributes more important to women than to men, and thus renders pay relatively less important.

- **Selection.** If women react less to higher wages than men do, the selection effect of higher wages will be less significant for women than for men. Firms will therefore rely less on the use of higher wage offers to broaden the pool of applicants for female-dominated jobs than for male-dominated jobs.

- **Turnover.** Because women care more for non-financial job attributes than men, firms will not use pay as a means of reducing turnover to the same extent for women as they would for men.

- **Discipline.** If women value certain attributes more than men, such as proximity to home or more family-friendly working hours, then they will likely have fewer alternatives than men to find employment elsewhere. The discipline effect from potential dismissal is thus not as reliant on higher wage premiums for women as it is for men, as firms can use these non-wage characteristics as leverage in lieu of wages.
Morale. This channel seems to be of lesser relevance in supporting wage discrimination of women.

Hiring standards over the business cycle

Hiring standards vary over the business cycle. In periods of high unemployment, firms have ample choice among applicants, so hiring standards are rather stringent. Firms are willing to accept less qualified applicants in periods of high employment, due to greater hiring competition and a smaller applicant pool. The latter is extensively documented for multiple labor markets, even those that differ considerably in their institutional features, like the US and Germany [7].

At the same time, with high unemployment, wage offers tend to be lower relative to the market rate, as the selection problem is not as severe as in periods of high employment. As a consequence, wages vary pro-cyclically (i.e. wages go up when overall employment levels improve/during economic upturns, and go down during periods of high unemployment/economic downturns), hiring standards and over-qualification vary counter-cyclically (i.e. they are higher in periods of high unemployment and lower during low unemployment).

Inefficiency features of efficiency wages

Efficiency wages often generate different pay for the same type of work. Discrimination implies this directly, because—in the case of gender discrimination—women are paid less than men for the same work. In a similar fashion, the size-wage effect implies that two similar workers working in establishments of different size will be paid differently, and the congestion-wage effect leads to different pay for the same type of work in rural versus metropolitan areas. Efficiency wages that optimize the turnover cost/wage cost trade-off imply that the same work is rewarded differently according to the responsiveness of wages to turnover costs, and the selection mechanism entails that similar work may be rewarded differently according to the responsiveness of the pool of applicants to changes in the wage offered. Whenever the same type of work is paid differently, this implies economic inefficiency.

The basic reason for this assertion can be illustrated as follows. Consider a baker who produces two kinds of bread. One requires much more expensive ingredients than the other, but otherwise the resources used to produce one loaf (i.e. time and energy) are the same in both cases. Here, the more expensive type of bread ought to be more expensive than the other type due exclusively to the price difference in ingredients, because all other resources going into production are identical. If the price difference were larger than the extra costs, this would direct consumption in the wrong way. Some consumers would buy the more expensive loaf at a price difference equal to the extra costs, but may refrain from doing so at a larger price mark-up. This would cause inefficiency, as the consumer would end up with the cheaper loaf but would have preferred the more expensive loaf if they were only required to pay the real extra costs. If there are two otherwise identical bakers, each specializing in one type of bread, and the one who bakes the more expensive bread is paid better, the price difference between the two types of bread would exceed the extra costs by the wage difference between the bakers, and inefficiency would arise.
This example can be generalized: Whenever price differences do not reflect differences in social costs, prices induce wrong allocation. Wage differences that are unrelated to differences in the kind of work generate such unwarranted price differences. These types of differences are generated when firms utilize efficiency wages. Based on the argument above, which suggests that progressive taxation reduces the incentive for firms to use the efficiency wage mechanism, progressive taxation can be a means of reducing such inefficiencies by curbing excessive wage inequality.

**Empirical evidence**

Empirical and laboratory evidence about the channels described throughout this paper are usually discussed separately. A detailed discussion would surpass the scope of the present article in space and technicality, but it can be said that evidence does exist in support of each channel. There is empirical evidence that large firms hire more productive applicants [4] and that labor turnover is reduced if pay is better [8], while laboratory evidence exists that suggests better pay induces better performance [9]. Further, there is massive empirical evidence for the size-wage effect, the congestion-wage effect, and wage discrimination [10], and some empirical evidence suggests that more progressive wage or income taxation reduces pre-tax wage inequality, as is predicted by efficiency wage theory [1].

**Relationship to other theories**

Phenomena like the size-wage effect, the congestion-wage effect, or wage discrimination are often held to be incompatible with standard demand–supply theory, but this is not entirely true. These phenomena may actually also be accounted for by standard demand–supply theory as well as by other theories. By making suitable assumptions about preferences and technology, nearly everything can be “explained” in the standard demand–supply framework: the size-wage effect can be described by an aversion to work in large firms, discrimination by discriminatory preferences, or the congestion-wage effect by a combination of the advantages of agglomeration with a preference for living in the countryside, etc.

Yet, some phenomena accounted for by efficiency wage theory elude demand–supply theory, such as labor markets characterized by a permanent excess of supply. (Excess supply in this sense means that there are, in the labor market under consideration, permanently more sufficiently qualified workers available than needed, without inducing a lowering of the wage level. Note that the workers in excess supply are not necessarily unemployed but may hold lower-paying jobs elsewhere.)

As such, efficiency wage considerations do not exclude other theoretical approaches, but rather complement them. Take dynamic monopsony theory [10]. A monopsonist (e.g. a market structure in which only one buyer interacts with many would-be sellers of a particular product) may care about selection, turnover, discipline, or morale just like anyone else, and take into account that its labor demand will affect the optimal efficiency wage that is to be offered [11]. Similarly, search theory can consider turnover costs, discipline, and morale effects just as it often includes selection effects, right from the beginning [12]. As a consequence, it does not appear very useful to test a monopsonistic
theory of wage setting or some search theory against some version of an efficiency wage theory. The important question really is to find out what can be gained by including efficiency wage considerations.

LIMITATIONS AND GAPS

Even though empirical evidence mostly supports the ideas and channels presented by efficiency wage theory, it remains controversial whether the size of a single effect is truly strong enough to lift wages above the level that would suffice to attract just the desired number of applicants. Yet, even if each single channel is rather weak, the joint effect of the channels may be quite considerable. For this reason, it is perhaps preferable to concentrate on the joint effects of the examined channels, rather than looking at them individually, as they add up and reinforce each other. However, the strength of the joint effect is even more difficult to gauge than those of each single channel individually. For lack of an independent measurement of the strength and interaction of the joint effects working through the different channels, only the overall predictions can be checked empirically, such as the effects of tax progressivity on pre-tax wage differentials. Large-scale systematic studies may be in order here.

Moreover, there is not much empirical and theoretical work available that explores how efficiency wage concerns on the side of the firms work out in collective bargaining, and how labor legislation may strengthen or weaken the desire by the firms to make use of efficiency wage setting.

SUMMARY AND POLICY ADVICE

Efficiency wage theory, which explains the implications of wage setting through different channels, mostly through firms’ selection, labor turnover, workers’ discipline, and morale, contributes to a unified understanding of a range of diverse and empirically important labor market phenomena.

Each single phenomenon—such as discrimination, the size-wage effect, and the congestion-wage effect—has been rationalized by many theoretical considerations. The strength of the efficiency wage approach is that it suggests a comprehensive explanation for all these diverse and empirically well-established phenomena. Therefore, these phenomena offer collaborative empirical support for the efficiency wage perspective.

For policy purposes, it is important to empirically evaluate such joint effects of the different channels, which is unfortunately currently lacking. Nevertheless, separate evaluation of each phenomenon supports the efficiency wage hypothesis, which could have important policy implications, particularly by improving the efficiency of income taxation.

A potentially important policy implication of efficiency wage theory relates to the increase in wage inequality, a trend that is currently causing many political and social concerns. Efficiency wage theory accounts for this trend by pointing out that technical progress has entailed, in most occupations, a sharp increase in non-routine cognitive tasks, such as doing research, planning, or selling, and a pronounced decline in algorithmic or routine tasks [13]. It can be expected that this will further sharpen the problems of selection, turnover, and morale in the course of technological progress and thereby render efficiency wage effects more pronounced over time, leading to increasing (and inefficient) wage
inequality and over-education. To counter such socially and economically problematic tendencies, the incentives for firms to use the efficiency wage mechanism ought to be curtailed by means of taxation, labor legislation, and collective bargaining mechanisms.
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